To: The Science, Innovation and Further Education Committee
   Danish Parliament (Folketinget)

We members of the United States scientific and research community are dismayed to learn that the Parliament is contemplating closure of Teknologirådet (the Danish Board of Technology, or DBT). The DBT is an important, experimental research organization. DBT is the world’s leading innovator in developing new methods for understanding the informed views of everyday citizens from all walks of life about emerging developments in science and technology. The information that DBT has assembled has given the Danish Parliament and the Danish nation a unique advantage in being able to guide the Danish science-and-technology innovation system toward economically, socially, and environmentally improved outcomes.

It is difficult for any research organization anywhere in the world to comprehensively document the economic and social value of its output. For instance, in our country the National Science Foundation’s semi-annual publication *Science and Engineering Indicators* aspires to do this for the U.S. research system, but in reality it has made little headway in being able to do so. However, in the case of DBT there is an objective stand-in indicator of the value of DBT’s research output to Danish society, government and the economy: the revealed preferences of institutions and countries around the world that adopt DBT’s practices.

Denmark is a small nation. It is not often that small nations are consistently able to prove influential on the world stage. Yet participatory technology assessment methodologies invented by the DBT have been tested or adopted in at least 42 nations on every continent. As only one example, the enormously influential United States 21st Century Nanotechnology R&D Act of 2003 includes a provision mandating “public input and outreach to be integrated into the Program by the convening of regular and ongoing public discussions, through mechanisms such as . . . consensus conferences.” The legislative record shows that this is a direct reference to a research method developed by the DBT. *DBT research methods have become so influential and emulated around the world because other institutions wish to secure for their own nations the unmistakable and unique benefits that DBT has provided to the Danish Parliament, economy, society, and environment.*

In the United States articles in *Science* magazine and the National Academy of Science’s *Issues in Science and Technology*, as well as a major report from our National Research Council, have advocated adoption of research methods invented by the DBT. DBT procedures have been adapted in the U.S. at least 16 times, in most cases funded by grants from our most prestigious research sponsors – the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health.
We believe that it would be starkly counterproductive and imprudent to abolish DBT in the name of advancing the Danish research system. DBT is, after all, a uniquely valuable component of the Danish research system. First, it is itself a pioneering research unit. Second, it provides information – available from no other source – that allows other major actors in the Danish research system (including Parliament, the Ministry of Research, Danish industry, and Danish universities) to improve their efficiency and better adapt their decisions, including their research programs, to the evolving needs of Danish society.

If Members of Parliament imagine that it might be possible to develop the same research insights that DBT provides through any other mechanism, we anticipate that Denmark will promptly and to its regret discover a simple lesson: DBT is a relatively small, remarkably efficient, and cost-effective research innovator, respected on this basis around the entire world. Any nation or institution anywhere in the world that is interested in learning how to make its research system more socially responsive and responsible turns first to the DBT for insights on how to proceed. When Denmark already has the world’s foremost participatory technology assessment research and advisory unit within its boundaries, it is hard to understand that Parliament would consider abolishing that unit on the implausible theory that research of the same quality can be obtained as cost-effectively in any other manner.
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Please direct any inquiries concerning this letter to Professor Richard Worthington, RWorthington@Pomona.edu.